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ABSTRACT: The low hot electrons injection efficiency
(HEIE) from plasmonic metal to semiconductor significantly
affects the performance of metal−semiconductor composite.
However, there are few reports about the origin of this low
HEIE. In the present work, the factors affecting the transfer
process and generation efficiency of hot electron in Au@TiO2
composite are investigated using first-principles calculations
and Maxwell’s electrodynamics theory. The occupation of
surface oxygen vacancies of TiO2 by gold atoms is found to
increase the hot electrons transfer barrier and expand the space
charge region, which decrease the HEIE. In addition, the
existing Au@TiO2 structure going against the generation of
large amount of hot electrons may also lead to low HEIE. Our
results reveal that the replacement of divalent host oxygen atoms with monovalent atoms can decrease the HEIE and comparison
with experimental results allows us to validate our predictions. Furthermore, proper surface treatment of semiconductor before
depositing metal particles and structure optimization of the composite are suggested to improve the HEIE.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The metal−semiconductor composites have been extensively
used for a wide variety of applications,1−3 where the interfacial
charge-transfer strongly affects their performance. Recently,
plasmonic metal−semiconductor nanosystem, known as
plasmonic photocatalyst, is introduced into photocatalysis.1,4

In such system, the metal nanoparticles (NPs) strongly absorb
visible light by surface plasmon resonance (SPR), which
significantly enhances the light absorption efficiency of
conventional semiconductor photocatalyst.5 In effect, this
design method can potentially establish a new paradigm in
harvesting photons for practical use due to the easiness of
manipulating SPR absorption of metal NPs. As for how the
SPR helps to generate electrons and holes, it has been widely
recognized that the hot electrons originating from the decay of
SPR are injected into the conduction band (CB) of
semiconductor, known as hot electron injection process,6

leaving holes in the NPs. However, the hot electron injection
efficiency (HEIE) is generally very low,7,8 which significantly
affects the overall photocatalytic performance and is commonly
attributed to the Schottky barrier formed due to the electron
transfer between semiconductor and metal. Despite this
conventional opinion, taking the commonly used TiO2 for
example, the n-type conductivity of TiO2 with the general
carrier density of 1017/cm3 is often induced unconsciously due
to the inevitable formation of oxygen vacancies (Ovs),9 the
Schottky barrier φ resulting from electron transfer from n-type

TiO2 to gold (Au) NPs is estimated to be only about 0.6 eV
according to the Schottky model.10 Since it was suggested that
the energy of hot electrons can be as high as 2 eV above the
Fermi level,11 the small Schottky barrier cannot fully account
for the low HEIE (Figure 1a). In addition, considering the fact
that if more hot electrons are expected to inject into the
semiconductor, the amount of generated hot electrons moving
toward the semiconductor in Au NPs should also play an
important role in determining the HEIE in addition to the
injection barrier.
Therefore, in fact, the physical origin of the low HEIE has

been somewhat mysterious although the Schottky barrier does
play partial role, and a comprehensive study of the low HEIE is
urgently needed for improving performance of the system.
Here, we present such a study. Because it is quite probable that
Au atoms can occupy the surface Ovs of TiO2 in the
preparation of Au@TiO2 by photoreducing a gold salt,3,12

and recent experimental results showed that the photocatalytic
performance of prepared Au@TiO2 samples by direct
deposition of presynthesized Au NPs is superior to that
prepared by photoreducing method,12 we examine if such
occupation can affect the hot electron injection efficiency,
which is generally overlooked, by performing sophisticated
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hybrid density functional calculations and thus affect the
photocatalytic performance. In addition, because the hot
electron generation efficiency is linked to light absorption
efficiency of Au NPs, which also determine the near field
enhancement,13,14 the absorption efficiency along with the near
field enhancement with respect to the direction of incident light
are investigated by numerically solving Maxwell equations for
model structure of Au@TiO2. Our results provide compelling
evidence that the occupation of surface divalent oxygen vacancy
sites of semiconductor by monovalent Au atoms can increase
the hot electrons transfer barrier and expand the space charge
region, thus decreasing the HEIE. In addition, some guidelines
to improve the HEIE are proposed.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The hybrid density functional calculations of TiO2 with defects (Ov
and Au@Ov) are based on the generalized Kohn−Sham theory and
the projector-augmented wave potentials as implemented in the
Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP).15,16 The lattice
parameters of anatase TiO2 [a = 3.776 Å, c/a = 2.512 Å] from
experimental results17 are used for our calculations. We employ the
well-known HSE06 hybrid functional, which can provide good physical
descriptions of defects in wide-bandgap semiconductors,18,19 a 2√2 ×
2√2 × 1 supercell with 96 atoms to simulate bulk TiO2 and a 2 × 2 (2
× 1) supercell slab with 72 (126) atoms to describe the {101} (1 × 4
reconstructed {001}) surface, which can well minimize the possible
interaction between neighboring defects,9 and a 20 Å thickness of
vacuum layer to avoid the interaction between repeated slabs, the
cutoff energy of 400 eV for the plane wave expansion and the 2 × 2 ×
2 (2 × 2 × 1) Γ-centered k-points20 for sampling the Brillouin zone of
TiO2 bulk (surface), which are found to be large enough for energy
convergence. The possible dipole moment induced upon occupation
of gold atom in surface oxygen vacancy is also taken into account using
a dipole correction in our calculations. The positions of all atoms are
fully relaxed until the residual force is smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. The
densities of states (DOS) are calculated at the equilibrium volume
using the tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections for accuracy.21

The electronic properties of Ov in bulk TiO2 are investigated by
estimating the formation energies and thermodynamic donor levels.
The formation energy of a Ov in charge state q is defined as22
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where E(α) is the total energy of fully relaxed system α. The reference
for oxygen energy is given by an O2 molecule considering the oxygen
rich condition. The last term in the formation energy accounts for the
fact that OV

+/OV
2+ donates one/two electrons, EF denotes the energy of

the reservoir with which these electrons are exchanged and is equal to
the Fermi level of the system. Any Makov−Payne-like correction is
negligible given the high dielectric constant of TiO2.

23 The donor
levels of ε(+1/0) and ε(+2/+0) are defined as the Fermi level position
where the formation energies of charge states +1/+2 and 0 are equal.22

We note that although the donor levels are estimated in the oxygen
rich condition, they do not change with condition,9 and only the
formation energies of the systems change with respect to the
condition.

The SPR properties including the SPR optical absorption and near
field enhancement of Au@TiO2 are calculated by numerically solving
the Maxwell’s equations using the discrete dipole approximation
(DDA) as implemented in the DDSCAT code.24,25 The DDA
simulates an object of certain size and shape with certain refractive
index by using an array of polarizable points. A gold sphere with the
diameter of 20 nm comparable with experimentally prepared samples
is used in our calculations. The TiO2 substrate is represented by a slab
of TiO2 with certain thickness after systematically checking how the
slab thickness affects the results of our DDA calculations until use of a
thicker slab does not significantly affect the results. In our DDA
calculations, the wavelength-dependent refractive indices of Au are
taken from ref 26 with the refractive index of 2.4 for TiO2,

27 and water
is used as the external dielectric medium since the Au@TiO2 catalyst
generally functions in aqueous solutions. For the full convergence of
the DDA calculations, an interdipole distance shorter than 1 nm is
used. The absorption efficiency is given by the ratio of the absorption
cross-section to the geometrical cross-section π(aeff)

2, where the
“effective radius” aeff is the radius of a sphere equal in volume to the
specific model structure under examination.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Donor Properties of Ovs in TiO2. First of all, it is
important to identify the donor properties of Ovs in TiO2.
Although it has been widely accepted that Ovs are the cause of
n-type conductivity of TiO2 experimentally,

9,28 there have been
few works regarding the thermodynamic donor levels of
Ovs9,29,30 Mattioli et al. recently reported that the thermody-
namic donor levels of Ovs in anatase TiO2 are very shallow;
however, their accurate values depend on the Hubbard U used
in the GGA+U calculations.23 In this work, we reestimate the
thermodynamic donor levels of Ovs using state of the art
hybrid density functional calculations. As shown in Figure 2, the
donor levels of both ε(+1/0) and ε(+2/0) are found to be
resonant with host CB, which strongly confirm the existing
experimental and theoretical predictions. Moreover, the
formation energy of oxygen vacancy (Ov) in +2 charge state
is well lower than that of the ones in +1 and 0 charge states all
across the band gap, hence Ovs in bulk region should be
generally in +2 charge states in thermodynamic equilibrium.
These results apparently suggest that Ovs in bulk region can
effectively donate the initial two electrons into host CB
functioning as double donors. For Ovs on the surface, the
donor levels should be located in energy much higher than that
of bulk ones, since the shallow donor levels of Ovs are actually a
consequence of the structural relaxation of adjacent Ti atoms9

Figure 1. (a) Schottky barrier (φ) induced by charge transfer from n-
type TiO2 to Au. (b) Schematic of the upward band bending (ϕ)
induced by the negatively charged surface atomic layers. (c) The final
hot electron transfer barrier Ψ = ϕ + φ. (d) Schematic of the spatial
distribution of hot electrons transfer barrier (V(x)) with respect to the
Au/TiO2 interface normal before (the red curve) and after (the black
curve) Au atoms occupy the surface Ovs; the hot electron transfer
from the right to the left, as indicated with the arrowed line.
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and the surface Ti atoms have larger relaxation than the bulk
ones.
3.2. Effects of Au Atoms Occupying the {101} Surface

Ovs of TiO2. As outlined in the introduction, experimental
preparation of Au@TiO2 plasmonic photocatalyst by photo-
reducing method makes it quite probable that most of the
surface Ovs are occupied by Au atoms. However, although a
great deal of effort is devoted to the study of TiO2 surface
Ovs,29−32 little attention has been paid to the occupation of Ov
by Au atom, and only Selloni et al.33 slightly described the
bonding structures of one case of Au atom occupying Ov on
{101} surface. In this part, we systematically examine the
geometric and electronic structures of Au atoms occupying all
of the possible surface Ovs of TiO2 nanocrystal.
On {101} surface, there are three different surface Ov sites.

The bond lengths between Au and adjacent Ti atoms for the
three cases of Au atoms occupying surface Ovs are
approximately equal to the sum of the covalent radii of Au
(1.34 Å) and Ti (1.32 Å) (Table 1), suggesting that they are

chemically bonding with each other. In addition, the Au atoms
significantly deviate from the original oxygen sites (Figure 3),
which is probably linked to the larger atomic radius of Au
compared to that of O (1.79 vs 0.91 Å). To gain insight into
the bonding nature, their detailed electronic structures are
investigated. In all of the three cases, the most notable effect of
Au atoms occupying the surface Ovs is that some gap states
above the valence band maximum (VBM) are induced and the
gap states are mainly composed of Au s states only with slight
states of adjacent Ti atoms (Figure 3). This means that one of
the two electrons donated by Ov is transferred to Au s orbital
forming somewhat ionic bonding between Au and adjacent Ti
atoms, which is also verified by the charge density distributions

of the gap states (Figure 4). This result is attributed to the
much larger electronegativity of Au than that of Ti (2.54 vs 1.54
in Pauling scale).34

The implications of the strong bonding between Au and
adjacent Ti atoms are as follows: (1) there should be strong
electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged Au and
neighboring O atoms, which can also contribute to the
deviation of Au atom from the original oxygen site; (2) The
original shallow double donor (Ov) is eventually transformed
into single donor; Thus, in thermodynamic equilibrium, some
of the electrons donated by bulk region Ovs have to populate
the surface region to keep the Fermi level uniform across the
nanocrystal, making the surface region negatively charged. The
impact of such negatively charged surface region on HEIE will
be discussed later.
We have reported the bonding states of Au with adjacent Ti

atoms. Now, we examine their antibonding states. As shown in
Figure 5, the antibonding states of the three cases are mainly

Figure 2. Formation energies of oxygen vacancy (Ov) in different
charge states in anatase TiO2 as a function of Fermi level in O-rich
condition. The donor levels of ε(+1/0) and ε(+2/0) are indicated
with red dashed lines.

Table 1. Local Bond Lengths between Au and Adjacent Ti
Atomsa

structure Au−Ti1 (Å) Au−Ti2 (Å)

Au@Ov1 2.54 2.86
Au@Ov2 2.93 2.64
Au@Ov3 2.47 2.69

aNote that the atom numbers (Ti1 and Ti2) correspond to that in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Local geometric structures and electronic density of states
(DOS) of Au atoms occupying the three Ovs on {101} surface. Parts a,
b, and c are the optimized geometric structures of Au atoms occupying
the three Ovs on {101} surface, hereafter referred to as Au@Ov1,
Au@Ov2, and Au@Ov3, respectively. Parts d, e, and f are the
corresponding total DOS (on the left) and projected DOS of the gap
states (on the right). The Fermi level is set to 0 eV.

Figure 4. Electronic charge density distribution of the bonding states
of Au with adjacent Ti atoms as Au atoms occupy the surface Ovs of
{101}. (a) For Au@Ov1. (b) For Au@Ov2. (c) For Au@Ov3. The
isosurfaces are at 0.008 electrons Å−3 in all of the three cases.
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composed of Ti d states and located quite lower in energy than
the antibonding states (which form host CB) of Ti−O in the
inner atomic layers. The bonding process of Au with adjacent
Ti atoms based on the molecular orbital theory can legitimatize
these behaviors (Figure 6): As the O 2p orbital lies quite lower

in energy than the Au 6s orbital, the bonding between Au and
Ti must be weaker than that between O and Ti. As a
consequence, their bonding states lie higher in energy than that
between O and Ti, which can explain the location of the
bonding states between Au and Ti above the host VBM. On the
other hand, their antibonding states should lie lower in energy
than those of Ti−O. Therefore, some electron carriers in the
host CB will be trapped in the unoccupied antibonding states
between Au and adjacent Ti atoms in thermal equilibrium,
which can further increase the negative charge of surface atomic
region. These negatively charged surface atomic layers can
adversely impact the hot electrons transfer from Au NPs to
TiO2 substrate.
The negatively charged surface atomic layers can decrease

HEIE through the well increased hot electron transfer barrier
and extended space charge region. Similar to the formation
mechanism of Schottky barrier,10 where a large positively
charged region known as space charge region forms when some
electrons in n-type TiO2 move to the Au NPs, the negatively
charged surface region can also induce quite a large positively
charged inner region. Thus, an electric field pointing to the
surface is induced, which can result in upward band bending
(Figure 1b). The superposition of this band bending with the
Schottky barrier can result in a larger hot electron transfer
barrier and space charge region (Figure 1c). Here, it is noted
that assertion of the increase of hot electron transfer barrier is

mostly based on the effects of Au atoms occupying the surface
Ovs on the electron distributions across the TiO2 substrate in
thermodynamic equilibrium. Although the real charge distribu-
tions on Au atoms and TiO2 host as large amount of electrons
populate the TiO2 conduction band cannot be simulated by
DFT calculations at the moment, it is believed that the
electronic structures of Au atoms occupying surface Ovs can
provide a solid basis for reasonable inferences of the charge
distributions. Theoretically, the extent to which the negatively
charged surface atomic layers can increase the transfer barrier
and extend the space charge region may be obtained by solving
the Poisson equation;10 however, due to the lack of appropriate
model describing the positive charge distribution in the inner
region, the extent is not estimated here. The effects of the
increased hot electron transfer barrier and extended space
charge region on HEIE can be estimated as follows: When the
energy of hot electron is smaller than the peak value of the
transfer barrier, HEIE can be approximately given by the
following equation on the basis of WKB approximation35

∫η = −
ℏ

| − |
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥m E V x xexp

2
2 ( ( )) d

a

b

where E and V(x) are the energy of hot electron and the spatial
distribution of hot electron transfer barrier (Figure 1d),
respectively; m is the effective mass of incident electron; ℏ is
the reduced Planck constant; the integrating range between a
and b corresponds to the range between the entry and exit
points when hot electron with energy E moves across the
transfer barriers, as indicated in Figure 1d. It is noted that
Figure 1d is schematic illustrations of the spatial distribution of
conduction band level of TiO2 near the interface from Figure
1a and c. On the other hand, when the hot electron energy
approaches or becomes larger than the peak value of the
transfer barrier, the HEIE can be estimated according to a
modified Fowler formula, as proposed in the work of Giugni et
al.36 Then, it can be readily concluded that the HEIE can be
reduced due to superposition of the two kind of barriers.

3.3. Effects of Au Atoms Occupying the Recon-
structed {001} Surface Ovs of TiO2. To make our study
more comprehensive and reflect the experimental results more
accurately, the cases of Au atoms occupying the surface Ovs of
the widely accepted (1 × 4) reconstructed {001} surface37 are
also examined. The bond lengths and bonding nature of Au
occupying the six accessible surface Ovs are very similar to that
on the {101} surface because of similar physical origin
(Supporting Information (SI) Figures S1 and S2; Table S1),
except that the antibonding states between Au and adjacent Ti
are quite different from that on the {101} surface. Their

Figure 5. Electronic density of states (DOS) for the d states of Ti bonding with Au on {101} surface and that in the bulk region. (a) For Au@Ov1.
(b) For Au@Ov2. (c) For Au@Ov3. Note that the atom numbers (Ti1 and Ti2) correspond to that in Figure 3. The Fermi level is set to 0 eV.

Figure 6. Details of orbital interaction of Ti with O and Au on the
basis of molecular orbital theory.
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antibonding states are located just slightly lower or even higher
in energy than the host Ti−O antibonding states (SI Figure
S3). Thus, the further increased negative charge due to charge
trapping by the unoccupied antibonding states as found on
{101} surface is alleviated to some extent.
We have revealed that the occupation of Ovs on the generally

exposed TiO2 nanocrystal surfaces by Au atoms can
significantly reduce the HEIE. Bian et al. recently reported
quite different photocatalytic performance of the prepared Au@
TiO2 samples using two different methods,12 where the
photoreducing method can make Au atoms occupy more
surface Ovs of TiO2 than the other method does; therefore, the
sample prepared by photoreducing method should show lower
photocatalytic performance due to the reduced HEIE, which is
in agreement with experimental results.12 This result also
suggests that removing the surface Ovs before metal NPs
loading can improve the HEIE to some extent.
There are two main channels for the energy transfer from Au

NPs to TiO2: the hot electron injection and near field
enhancement of the light absorption of semiconductor.
Therefore, although the hot electron injection channel may
be hampered by photoreducing method, the prepared samples
can still show relatively good photocatalytic performance
because of the SPR near field enhancement. Our present
results suggest that further enhancement of the photocatalytic
performance may be achieved by methods preventing the
occupation of Au atoms in the surface Ovs and thus releasing
the hot electron injection channel. For example, Miljevic et al.
recently reported enhanced photocatalytic performance of Au@
TiO2 prepared using bifunctional bridging linker, which can
well decrease the probability of Au atoms occupying the surface
Ovs38

3.4. Hot Electron Generation Efficiency in Au Nano-
particles Deposited on TiO2 Substrate. As outlined in the
introduction, the generation efficiency of hot electrons, which
also plays an important role in determining the HEIE, is
associated with the SPR light absorption efficiency and near
field enhancement. Our recent work has shown the SPR

absorption efficiency and near field enhancement with respect
to the various shapes and sizes of silver NPs on AgCl
semiconductor,39 and therefore, similar SPR properties of Au
NPs in various shapes and sizes on TiO2 substrate can be
expected because of the same underling mechanism. Here, we
mainly focus our attention on the SPR properties with respect
to the direction of incident light, which may provide insights
into the effect of the structures of metal−semiconductor
composite on generation of hot electrons moving toward the
semiconductor substrate.
To facilitate our interpretation, the relative structures of Au

nanoparticle and TiO2 substrate and the coordinates we use are
shown in Figure 7a. Our calculated SPR wavelength at about
535 nm is in agreement with the experimental results (Figure
7b).6,12,40 Most notably, the absorption efficiency increases
steadily as the incident direction of light varies from z direction
to x direction. Here, we note that the absorbed incident light
along the z direction can make none of the generated hot
electrons move toward the semiconductor substrate according
to the conservation of momentum.8,14 Therefore, the
composite structure of Au/TiO2, which is beneficial for the
system to absorb light traveling in the directions other than the
Au/TiO2 interface normal (which is the z direction) should
help to generate many more hot electrons with the “right”
momentum. Since the semiconductor substrate is significantly
larger than the metal NPs in the commonly prepared Au@TiO2
composite (Figure 7c(1)),38 it is mostly the incident light
propagating approximately along the interface normal that are
absorbed, then the optical electric field will be almost parallel to
the interface because electromagnetic wave is transverse wave.
Therefore, the relative weak light absorption efficiency and near
field enhancement, as shown in Figure 7b and d, may be not
beneficial to generation of a large number of hot electrons. We
propose that an Au@TiO2 system composed of Au and TiO2
NPs in comparable dimensions (Figure 7c(2)), which is
beneficial for the system to absorb light traveling in the
directions other than the Au/TiO2 interface normal, should
help to generate more hot electrons. In addition, it is noted that

Figure 7. (a) Relative positions of Au nanoparticle and TiO2 substrate and the coordinates we use in our description. (b) The calculated SPR
absorption spectra of the Au@TiO2 model for incident light in different directions. The incident light direction is indicated by the intersection angle
between the incident light direction and z direction as indicated in part a. (c) Schematics of the realistic Au@TiO2 system (1) and the proposed
Au@TiO2 system (2), which should be beneficial to the generation of more hot electrons. (d, e, f) Near field enhancement, namely, E2/E0

2, for
incident light with the intersection angle of 0°, 45°, and 90°, respectively.
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the intensity and distribution range of near field in the
semiconductor also increase as the incident direction of light
varies from z to x direction (Figure 7d−f), thus the near field
enhanced energy transfer process can also be increased.41

These results apparently suggest that a win−win situation for
SPR energy transfer from metal to semiconductor can
eventually be obtained by designing proper structure of the
composite. The present results can also contribute to
understand the experimental results that photocatalytic
activities of Au@TiO2 samples depend strongly on the relative
sizes of Au and TiO2 NPs.

42

4. CONCLUSION
In summary, we found that in all cases of Au occupying the
surface Ovs of {101} and {001} surfaces, the initially shallow
double donors are eventually transformed into single donors
and unoccupied antibonding states are also introduced into the
energy gap of TiO2, which make the surface atomic layers of
TiO2 nanocrystals negatively charged in thermodynamic
equilibrium. Thus, upward band bending is induced, which
increases the hot electron transfer barrier and expand the space
charge region. As a result, the hot electron injection efficiency is
quite low. Our findings provide new ways to understand the
recent experimental results.12 In addition, the general structure
of Au@TiO2, where Au NPs are deposited on a relatively large
TiO2 substrate, is found to be not beneficial for the generation
of large amount of hot electrons moving toward the
semiconductor substrate, which also results in low hot electron
injection efficiency. We propose some guidelines for structure
optimization of the composite, which should not only help to
improve the HEIE but also be beneficial for light absorption
and near field enhanced energy transfer process.
Most notably, to our knowledge, there are few reports about

the low hot electron injection efficiency theoretically. Our
results provide compelling evidence about the effect of
occupation of surface Ovs by Au atoms on electron transfer
between metal and semiconductor and it is believed that similar
results should also exist in systems where monovalent noble
metal atoms can substitute the semiconductor host multivalent
atoms.
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